Background: In self-organized systems, the concept of flow hierarchy is a useful way to characterize the movement of information throughout a network.
the organisms, and there is a general trend of loss of modularity over evolutionary time due to the addition of peripheral pathways during niche specialization [17] . 36 In this work, we focus on the heretofore neglected type of hierarchy: flow hierarchy. 37 While containment hierarchy represents the organization of a network as a series 38 of modules, flow hierarchy characterizes the way information moves throughout the 39 network. Information is acquired at the lowest level of the hierarchy and transmitted 40 to higher levels, where it is aggregated and passed upward; at the same time orders 41 come from the top of the hierarchical network and are passed down to lower levels. strongly connected component, and Luo Hierarchy score, an alternative metric of 163 hierarchy that measures the proportion of edges that do not participate in any cy-164 cles. Edge and node count correlated most strongly with genetic distance. However, 165 after these basic structural properties, the statistics that correlated most highly 166 with genetic distance were the Girvan-Newman modularity score and the GRC hi-167 erarchy score (Table 1) . We also computed the partial correlation for each variable 168 with genetic distance, controlling for the others, and found that the GRC metric 169 had the highest partial correlation. 170 Hierarchy Over Time
171
The hierarchy of the KEGG bacteria and reconstructed ancestors seems to first 172 increase, and then decrease with distance from the root of the tree (Figure 3) . 173 Interestingly, with the dataset of 2,935 from the latest KEGG database, the cor- across the phylogenetic tree, which is reflective of the adaptive process of bacteria, 226 first to novel fundamental niches, and then to a realized niche. The net trend in 227 decreasing hierarchy reflects a dominance of fast-growth, low-efficiency strategy. 228 
Methods

229
Hierarchy Metric 230 Hierarchy scores were calculated using the global reaching centrality metric devel-231 oped by Mones et al., which is based on the local reaching centrality [23] . The 232 local reaching centrality (LRC) of a node in a network is the fraction of the nodes 233 of the network that can be reached starting at the focal node. More precisely, if 234 the metabolic network is represented as a graph, G = (V, E) it can be said that v of a gene was equally parsimonious, the gene was randomly selected to be included. 288 These ancestral genomes were then used to reconstruct ancestral networks, just as 289 the networks were constructed on the leaves of the tree. 290 Niche strategies 291 Growth rate data for 113 bacterial species and environmental annotations for those 292 bacteria, which for 68 species were gathered from NCBI, and manual curation fol-293 lowing literature review was used for the remaining 45 [43] [4] . Due to their low 294 number, the two aquatic species in the data set were excluded from further anal-295 ysis. Correlations were calculated as Spearman's ρ. To calculate correlation con-296 trolling for environment, ρ was calculated within each environment, and a species 297 weighted-average across environments was computed. Due to several bacteria hav-298 ing the same growth rates, p-values were calculated using permutation tests rather 299 than the Student's t-distribution approximation. Significance tests were performed 300 with 100,000 permutations each. For the overall ρ, permutations were done across 301 all bacteria. To test the strength of the habitat-controlled correlation, growth rates 302 were permuted within habitat classes and the species-weighted ρ was computed for 303 each permutation. To test the effect of controlling for the environment, habitat la-304 bels were permuted and the difference between the species weighted ρ and overall 305 ρ was computed. 22. D'Souza, G., Waschina, S., Pande, S., Bohl, K., Kaleta, C., Kost, C.: Less is more: Selective advantages can explain the prevalent loss of biosynthetic genes in bacteria. Evolution 68(9), 2559-2570 (2014 Table 1 Correlation of network statistics with phylogenetic distances, and partial correlation of network statistic with phylogenetic distance, controlling for the other variables. The correlation and partial correlation of GRC Hierarchy metric with genetic distance is higher than all other non-trivial metrics. * * * : p value < 0.001, * * : p value < 0.01, * : p value < 0.05. tion, ρ = −0.31, p = 0.00065). When controlling for bacterial envi-434 ronment the trend becomes stronger (ρ = −0.41, p = 0.0001). The Hierarchy Index Growth rate (doublings per hour) Figure 2 The relationship between hierarchical character and growth rate reflects fundamental tradeoffs between growth and yield and is informative about the ecological niche the bacteria occupy. Overall, growth rate is inversely correlated with hierarchy (Spearman's rank correlation, ρ = −0.31, p = 0.00065). When controlling for bacterial environment the trend becomes stronger (ρ = −0.41, p = 0.0001). The outlier in the facultative parasite pane is Borrelia burgdorferi, which is an obligate parasite that alternates between insect and vertebrate hosts, and thus is similar to the obligate parasites. The particular strain also lacks a number of enzymes in its glycolysis pathway that are present in other B. burgdorferi strains that have hierarchy scores of 0.183 ± 0.002.Distance from Root Hierarchy Score Figure 3 Hierarchy has a slight overall decrease with phylogenetic distance (Spearman's rank correlation, ρ = −0.06, p < 10 −6 ). Hierarchy appears to increase and then decrease further from the root of the tree. 
